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TEST 4 
 
l-       I wish my mother .......... while she does 

the housework or, at least, I wish she 
.......... in tune. 

A) doesn't sing/can sing 
B) wouldn't sing/would sing 
C) couldn't have sung/sang 
D) hadn't sung/will be singing                               
E) isn't singing/is singing 

2-       If you like, we ........ volleyball with the 
children while the men ........ up the 
barbecue. 

A) could play/are setting                                        
B) could have played/have set                            
C) will play/were setting                                       
D) can play/had been setting                             
E) would play/could have set 

3-      If his father ...... home in time for his 
birthday party, Jake .... so upset now. 

A) would arrive/hadn't been 
B) has arrived/hasn't been 
C) had arrived/wouldn't be 
D) would have arrived/isn't  
E) should be arriving/won t be 

4-       Children between the ages of 5 and 15 
living in poverty are more susceptible 
to rheumatic fever. If living standards 
of the poor .....,., the incidences of this 
disease ...... . 

A) had raised/are dropping 
B) would have been raised/dropped 
C) will raise/were going to drop 
D) were raised/would drop 
E) are raised/have been dropped 

5-       Just imagine! If Aunt Sue ....... us for 
the TV game show 'Family Fortunes', 
we ...... in this new car now. 

A) wouldn't enter/aren't travelling 
B) won't enter/haven't been travelling 
C) couldn't have entered/won't travel 
D) hadn't entered/wouldn't be travelling  
E) haven't entered/couldn't have driven 
 

6-      Let's take our travel chess set in case 
we ....... bored on the train. 

A) had got  B) are getting                  
C) get D) have got                     
E) will have got 

7-      I can't believe I just said that. I wish I 
....... my words back into my mouth. 
I've really upset her now. 

A) will suck  B) would suck                  
C) could suck               D) can suck                 
E) have sucked 

8-      OK, I....... the findings of our research 
if you ....... the handout for the 
audience. 

A) have presented/would write 
B) had presented/would be writing 
C) presented/are writing 
D) would present/have written  
E) will present/write 

9-      Eggs are generally good for your 
health, ........ of course, you exaggerate 
and eat an excessive amount of them. 

A) unless  B) whether                     
C) as though D) otherwise                  
E) in case 

10-    Drink plenty of water during your 
walk; ........ you'll become dehydrated. 

A) therefore  B) otherwise               
C) in case D) as though                  
E) even if 

11-    You had better buy a semi-dry suit 
rather than a wet suit ....... you plan to 
dive in the cold seas surrounding 
Britain. 

A) in case  B) otherwise                   
C) if                             D) as if                          
E) as though 

 
12-     I'm sure Jessie ......... a great sales-

woman provided she ........ appropriate 
training. 

A) had made/received                                       
B) was to make/had received                              
C) has made/would receive                                
D) is making/will receive                                     
E) will make /receives 
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13-    We really should have checked 
whether the covered bazaar is open on 
Sundays. We ....... somewhere else, but 
now we've wasted our afternoon 
coming here. 

A) visited 
B) had visited 
C) will visit 
D) have been visiting                                              
E) could have visited 

14-    If this carpet cleaner can't remove the 
wine stain, what ....... you ....... to your 
mother? 

A) will/say 
B) were/to say 
C) could/have said 
D) have/been saying                                                     
E) would/be saying 

15-    I really wish I ........ but I don't have 
enough patience. 

A) could have knitted 
B) could knit 
C) would knit 
D) have knitted  
E) will be knitting 

16-     ....... the Australian gold mining 
company ....... more care with the 
storage of cyanide, the catastrophe 
could have been prevented. 

A) Had/taken  B) Has/taken                    
C) Would/take D) Should/take                  
E) Can/take 

 
 
 
 
17-    If you ........ a new car, you ........ not 

only the purchase price but also fuel 
consumption and maintenance costs. 

A) have bought/considered 
B) will buy/might have considered 
C) bought/were considering 
D) can buy/would consider  
E) are buying/should consider 

18-     Some businessmen at the meeting 
were complaining ........ they feel the 
government isn't doing enough to 
support business. 

A) in case  B) whether                   
C) only if D) because                    
E) even if 

19-    Young Annek talks to her imaginary 
pet rabbits as if they ....... real. 

A) would be  B) will be                     
C) had been D) were                           
E) are                                

20-     The boys looked as though they ........ 
bored playing soldiers, so I suggested 
them going for a cycle ride. 

A) had become  B) become                      
C) will become  D) have become             
E) became 

21-    Rheumatic fever can be a crippling 
disease;......., the name is misleading. 
There is normally no, or little, fever 
experienced by sufferers. 

A) otherwise  B) because                     
C) unless D) however                       
E) as though 

22-     ........ my husband were here, he would 
be able to unscrew the wheel nuts on 
the car. 

A) In case  B) Even if                       
C) If only D) As if                            
E) Unless 

 
23-     Let's face it! We will need to save for 

months to be able to afford a skiing 
holiday ........ we decide to go to France 
or Canada. 

A) as if  B) however                    
C) whether D) otherwise                    
E) because 
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24-    You'll have to be careful about what 
you eat between now and your 
wedding, ....... you won't fit into your 
wedding dress. 

A) as if  B) even if                       
C) only if D) in case                          
E) or else 

25-     ........ you have lost your job because of 
a factory closure can you understand 
how devastating it is. 

A) Even if  B) As if                            
C) In case D) Only if                      
E) As though 

26-    You had better learn how to use the 
Internet; .........  you'll miss 
opportunities in the future. 

A) however  B) otherwise                    
C) whether D) unless                        
E) so long as 

27-     The head of Tibetan Buddhism could 
have lived a normal peasant existence 
on the foothills of the Himalayas, 
............ at the age of three, he was 
chosen by Buddhist monks to become 
their leader. 

A) even if  B) but                            
C) whether  D) otherwise                   
E) since 

28-    Without washing machines, vacuum 
cleaners, etc., it ........ impossible for us 
to have as much leisure time as we now 
do. 

A) would be  B) should be                      
C) will be D) has been ht to 
be E) ought to  

 
29- A:   I think lottery tickets are a waste of 

money.  
B:   Perhaps they are, but........ you buy a 

ticket, you can't even hope to win. 

A) because  B) whether                     
C) in case D)if                                 
E) unless 

30- A:   I wonder if Dee enjoyed my lemon 
dessert.  

B:   Well, she must have. She ....... for a 
second helping if she ....... the first. 

A) won't ask/hasn't been enjoying 
B) hadn't asked/wouldn't have enjoyed 
C) wouldn't have asked/hadn't enjoyed 
D) wasn't asking/wouldn't be enjoying  
E) didn't ask/won't have enjoyed 

31-    The mountaineers knew that if they 
....... shelter before dark, they ....... to 
death. 

A) haven't reached/are freezing 
B) weren't able to reach/have frozen 
C) aren't reaching/were freezing 
D) wouldn't have reached/had to freeze  
E) couldn't reach/might freeze 

32-    Had we learnt about the Cairns to 
Kuranda Railway earlier, we ........ a 
trip on it, but we are flying home -
tomorrow. 

A) may be taking 
B) could have taken 
C) will have taken 
D) should be taking  
E) used to take 

33-    When the children returned from their 
cycle ride, James's mother prepared 
sandwiches and snacks for them. They 
grabbed the food........they hadn't 
eaten for a week. 

A) even if  B) only if                          
C) in case D) as though                   
E) even though 

 
 
34-    If you ........ too much pain while you 

........ you can take one of these 
painkillers. 

A) could experience/had been recovering 
B) would experience/have recovered 
C) must experience /will recover 
D) should experience/are recovering  
E) experienced/would have recovered 
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35-    I ...... less worried about Michael if he 
...... more interest in his school work. 

A) will be/had taken 
B) would have been/is taking 
C) had been/was taking 
D) have been/has taken  
E) would be/took 

36-    I wish we ........ to this football match, 
then we ........ in the middle of all these 
hooligans now. 

A) weren't coming/hadn't been 
B) wouldn't have come/aren't 
C) didn't come/haven't been 
D) hadn't come/wouldn't be  
E) don't come/won't be 

37-     If you are serious about becoming a 
professional ballerina, you ........ every 
day. 

A) could have practised 
B) must be practised 
C) will have to practise 
D) ought to have practised  
E) had been practising 

38-    If the price of lamb ......... any further, 
we ......... enough to cover our costs. 

A) falls/won't earn 
B) had fallen/won't have earned 
C) were falling/hadn't been earning 
D) will be falling/don't earn 
E) are falling/couldn't have earned 

39- If we ......... up our web site, our business 
......... so quickly. 

A) won't set/hadn't been growing 
B) hadn't set/wouldn't have grown 
C) aren't setting/weren't growing 
D) didn't set/won't have grown  
E) don't set/hasn't grown 

40-     Suppose that a war ........ out between 
your country and your husband's, 
which side ........ you support? 

A) has broken/did 
B) is breaking/may 
C) had broken/do 
D) broke/would 
E) had been breaking/must 

41-     If you ......... a VW Golf this week, you 
........ a £1000 discount. 

A) buy/will receive 
B) had bought/will have received 
C) would buy/receive 
D) bought/had received 
E) were buying/will be receiving 

42-     If I ........ better attention, I ....... you a 
better description of the man, but it 
didn't seem important at the time. 

A) was paying/had been giving 
B) could have paid/gave 
C) had been paying/could have given 
D) had paid/will have been giving                     
E) should pay/am giving 

43-    Were you to become a really famous 
person, ...... you still....... my friend? 

A) must/have been 
B) would/be 
C) should/be 
D) might/have been  
E) have/been 

44-    Deep sea diving should always be 
carried out in pairs. In this way, 
another source of oxygen is available 
........ one system fails. 

A) as if  B) in case                          
C) otherwise D) only if                         
E) whether 

 
45-     ........ you meant it as a joke or not, it 

wasn't kind to mention the incident to 
Peter. 

A) Whether  B) Even if                            
C) As though D) Because                   
E) Providing 

46-     ....... the price of dairy products rises, 
the farm won't make a profit this year. 

A) Providing  B) In case                       
C) As if  D) However                    
E) Unless 
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47-     ........ I were being held hostage by 
terrorists, would you pay the ransom? 

A) Providing  B) Because                    
C) Supposing D) As if                           
E) In case 

 

48-    I wish a shorter charity walk 
........because twenty miles is too far for 
my mother and me. 

A) would organise 
B) would have organised 
C) are being organised 
D) had been organised  
E) will be organising 
 

49-    We will get their order ........ another 
company quotes them a lower price, 
which I doubt will happen. 

A) in case  B) as if                          
C) unless  D) suppose that            
E) because 

 

50-     If the charity ........ a few famous 
singers for the concert, they ......... a lot 
of people. 

A) must be inviting/attracted 
B) should invite/have attracted 
C) invited/are attracting 
D) can invite/had attracted  
E) invites/might attract 
 
 
 

51-    The whole incident probably ........ if 
the fans ........ so much alcohol. 

A) wouldn't happen/aren't drinking 
B) won't happen/weren't drinking 
C) wouldn't have happened/hadn't drunk 
D) doesn't happen/won't have drunk  
E) didn't happen/haven't been drinking 
 

52-    Jeremy passed the entrance exam for 
the grammar school. He is pleased, of 
course, but part of him wishes he ....... 
the same school as his friends. 

A) attends 
B) will attend 
C) is attending 
D) were attending  
E) would attend 

53-     Shall I put a hot water bottle in your 
bed for you as it ........ quite cold 
tonight? 

A) may have got 
B) might get 
C) could have got 
D) would be getting  
E) had got 

54-    Yesterday, I was sitting on the beach 
with a cold drink in one hand and a 
Catherine Cookson novel in the other. 
I felt.......I were in paradise. 

A) even if  B) even though                
C) provided  D) in case                     
E) as if  

55-   He must have changed his mind about 
animal welfare; otherwise, he ....... for 
a ban of fox hunting now. 

A) hasn't campaigned 
B) weren't campaigning 
C) isn't campaigning 
D) hadn't campaigned 
E) wouldn't be campaigning 

 
56-    You can't be sure of the standard of 

service you will receive ........ . 

A) only if a trained mechanic was in 
charge 
B) whether it cost you more than your 

local garage for the service 
C) unless you take your Mercedes to an 

authorised dealership 
D) in case the car breaks down on the 

motorway  
E) or, instead, I will repair the car for 

you myself 
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57-     I will agree to you handling the sale of 
my house ........ . 

A) as long as I can be present at every 
viewing 

B) unless he had decided not to sell it 
C) whether or not it could have been sold 

for the asking price 
D) if I had wanted to move to another 

country  
E) even if you weren't interested in 

buying them 

58-   Thousands of people could starve to 
death in Ethiopia ......... . 

A) when the rains failed for the third year 
in a row 

B) if food aid doesn't reach them soon 
C) even if they hadn't asked for food aid 
D) unless the crops fail again 
E) as long as the economy improves 

59-    ....... were she alive today. 

A) Princess Diana would be proud of the 
children receiving awards in her 
honour 

B) Natalie is suffering from a rare 
disease which has weakened her heart 

C) Van der Stappen created the 'Sphinx 
Mysterieux1 in 1897 

D) Even if they had operated on her as 
soon as she arrived at the hospital 

E) Emmeline Panchurst campaigned 
bravely for the rights of women to 
vote 

 
60-   There has been a flood warning in 

operation ....... . 

A) when the river burst its banks again 
B) since the heavy snow began to melt 
C) if we receive any more heavy snow 

falls 
D) as the snow was finally beginning to 

settle  
E) after the government's environmental 

officer had inspected the area 
 
 
 

61-   We had better start taking the threat of 
global warming seriously ....... . 

A) if we all used environmentally-
friendly methods of refrigeration 

B) as long as scientists agree on a 
solution to the problem 

C) only if we cooperate with other 
countries on the issue of public health 

D) because the ozone layer over Europe 
has been reduced by two-thirds 

E) as if they were concerned about the 
findings of the research 

 
 

62-     ........ if the car factory hadn't closed 
down. 

A) I wonder if my father would still be 
working there 

B) I guess he doesn't want to work on the 
production line any more 

C) My brother had decided to apply for 
an office job 

D) Only if BMW had decided to buy our 
company  

E) I used to enjoy working together with 
my friends 

 
 

63-     ........ I will have to wallpaper the 
whole dining room again. 

A) Unless I can find a shop that still sells 
this pattern 

B) As if it had only been decorated 
yesterday 

C) In case some parts of the wall paper 
got damaged 

D) While my husband was tiling the 
bathroom  

E) Supposing I didn't like the colour you 
chose 
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64-     ....... I'm sure you will enjoy 
yourselves there. 

A) Until we went on holiday later the 
same year 

B) Unless you had taken your family 
with you 

C) If you decide to go to Marmaris on 
holiday 

D) Just in case the sunshine is really 
strong  

E) Only if I can get the time off from 
work 

65-    If we provide transportation, .......? 

A) would you have been given a 
company car 

B) did you find travelling by train more 
comfortable 

C) have you needed a lift to the training 
centre 

D) can you attend a training course in 
Scotland  

E) could you have found your way there 
yourself 
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